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Preface

One year following September 11, 2001 to the day, my  Detachment and I were activated 
and sent to Afghanistan. My team and I spent one year at the firebase in Orgun, near 

the Pakistan border. We were tasked with winning the “hearts and minds” of the people and 
introducing the new Afghan National Army to the people in the area.

What follows on these pages are some of the many images from the time I spent in Orgun. I had 
been tasked with making photographs and writing articles for the National Afghan Newspaper, 
in addition to the other responsibilities I had as a Team Leader. I had worked as a Combat 
Photographer for the 19th Special Forces and so this assignment was not a new challenge for 
me. 

What did challenge me was trying to capture images of the people that maintained the dignity 
of their daily lives. Both the people and children of Afghanistan and of the soldiers I served 
with are proud and independent. The people of Afghanistan have been at war for over 25 years 
and with the arrival of the Americans there is genuine hope for peace in their war torn lands.

The people of Afghanistan  feel the future is for their children in whom they place great  hope. 
Education is stressed now that the Russians and the Taliban are no longer in control of their 
lives. Many educated Afghans were killed or driven out by the Russians and Taliban. Only now 
do they return to a land ravaged by war with the hope of rebuilding their lives.

On the pages that follow are the images of the people of Afghanistan that I lived with, their 
children on whom their hopes ride and the soldiers who gave their time, their love and some-
times their lives to bring freedom and peace to Afghanistan.
         --John



Much has changed since I first penned those words for my first release of this book 
over 10 years ago. I have tried to update the images as I have gained experience in 
the nuances and ever changing improvements of digital publishing. As a result I have 
settled on this format and use of print on demand formula to share these images.

As I stated much has changed since I first collected and published this book. We went 
to war in Iraq, a mistake I told my team as we sat in our tent in Orgun. I did not feel 
we had a true reason to be there and it would drag on far too long. I also told them it 
would pull away our resources and focus from the good we were accomplishing in 
Afghanistan. Sometimes it is not fun being right.

I had asked several of the Elders in the Shura meetings what they thought of the US go-
ing into Iraq. They did not like Saddam and said guardedly they felt it was okay. Their 
concern was the harm that would come to the people of Iraq. They did not want to see 
the war drag on and were concerned even then, the US was at war with Islam. They 
were also concerned the US would become another occupying army in Afghanistan 
just as the Soviets before and they did not want that to happen. At the time the people 
loved the US and granted to us almost god like powers because we were a "super-
power" and could solve the issues they faced and bring a lasting peace.

Let me be clear on a couple of points. First, I am a patriot, soldier and warrior for the 
freedoms spelled out in our Constitution. And while I may not have agreed with the 
decision of the Commander in Chief to go to war in Iraq, I went and supported the mis-
sion and my fellow soldiers. And I supported that mission 100%! I was there in 2006 
to 2007 and my family and I sacrificed as did so many others to bring democracy and 
stability to Iraq.



Second, while these images are of the people I interacted with in Afghanistan, it in 
no way reflects my thoughts on the Geo-Theo-Political religion that is Islam or any 
other Abrahamic tribal based religion. Much has been written and said about Islam and 
this book is not about that particular aspect. I am trying to relate the issues faced by 
the people at the time of my experiences with them on their way back to some sort of 
normalcy and peace.

Did we, as US forces make mistakes? Yes, and we are still making mistakes, the same 
ones at times, even today. While the initial reception of US and Coalition forces were 
met with relief and joy, that has changed over the course of 10 plus years from ac-
ceptance, to disillusionment and resentment. A look at current headlines reveals the 
lessons of the opposition from Iraq being used against Coalition forces in Afghanistan 
today.

We have over stayed our welcome, lost the initiative and good will we had because of 
our misadventure into Iraq. The focus was lost and now the US and Coalition are try-
ing to catch up, trying to make up lost ground, which we can never recover from. The 
resentment of the populace and the resurging influence of the Taliban and Al Quada, 
along with our withdrawal in the near future make this mission one of questionable 
success.

The issues of the people in the outlying areas of Afghanistan have not changed. They 
still want peace for their families, just as any parent wants for their children. And while 
my views of the world have changed due to my experiences with both wars, I have 
hope in the common man who is trying to raise their family in this chaotic world. We 
are united in our common goal of wanting a better place for our children, one without 
war and fear.





Dedication
To the men, women and children of 

Afghanistan,
To all the men and women who served in

Operation Enduring Freedom,
To their families and friends who supported 

them,
To my family and friends for your support 

in prayers, clothing, and school supplies for 
the Children of Afghanistan,

and to Linda,
my wife, my best friend, my beloved.





Waiting For A Ride To Orgun



Young Man At Village Of Dey Gundy



Girl At Orgun Boys School



Afghanistan had been at war for over 25 years when we arrived. Many of the build-
ings had been destroyed or abandoned by families that fled, first the Soviet inva-

sion and then the repression of the Taliban rule.

Many of the buildings that were left behind are slowly being rebuilt and are occupied 
when there is usable space. The Afghan people are very resourceful and find a use for 
everything and do not throw items away. If it can be used or salvaged it is put to use. 
There were many tools that I had not seen since I was a child, watching my grandfa-
ther and father build things, that are still used in Afghanistan today.

Many times we would occupy buildings that had been abandoned for use as tempo-
rary overnight positions or for use as security positions. The image to the right is of 
a building used on a regular basis by our security element to help guard the baseball 
games that would take place on the school soccer field across the street. A young 
boy who lived in the front portion of the partially destroyed building had come out to 
watch the game .



Sniper And Young Boy



Student At Old Orgun Girl’s School



Brothers At Orgun Clinic Gate



Geyan Village Elder



School Girl At Graduation Festivities



Life in Afghanistan is one filled with hardship. Many children do not make it to their 
adult years and many die before the age of 45. I was a curiosity to many of the 

elders because of my age and how young I looked to them. At the age of 48, I was in 
good health and this is unusual as you move into the more remote areas. The fact that 
I was older and still in good health helped in bringing some legitimacy and respect for 
the message and operations we carried out in many of the border towns.

One of the biggest messages that we tried to convey were the dangers of mines and 
the dangers of old caches of weapons and munitions. We offered rewards for the turn 
in of weapons caches to the Coalition forces. This helped to rid the TB and AQ of arms 
and also helped supply the fledgling ANA with needed arms and munitions. In many 
instances the recovered munitions had to be blown in place because they were too 
unstable to move or there was the concern of booby traps. In one recovered cache, 
we moved a 2 and 1/2 ton truck load worth of munitions and filled two additional pick 
up trucks with other equipment. The cache was in an orchard next to a large adobe 
wall and was buried about a half meter down under plastic. The trench we uncovered 
ended up being about 30 meters long, a meter wide and was about a meter deep.



Civil Affairs Soldier Gives Aid To Boy At Raid



Mines were everywhere and we gave printed material to every elder and school 
we visited. Children would play in the fields and many were killed as a result of 

finding and then playing with the mines left from the Soviet occupation. In one village 
my Assistant Team Leader visited, the munitions and mines were strewn throughout 
the village area and in some cases were stacked up under the trees. There was enough 
left over ordnance to keep a mine disposal team busy for a month. In that village a 
little girl was killed and the explosion of the mine maimed her brother.

In another instance the nephew of the Customs Minister of the province was severely 
injured when he wandered into a minefield after a flock of sheep. The mine blew 
up west of our base and we thought it was a rocket attack. As the young man was 
brought in for medical aid, I caught a glimpse of his injuries while at the aid station. 
He had both legs blown off, one below the knee and the other just below the hip. The 
screams from his injuries were sobering. Life in a wheel chair in Afghanistan is not 
easy in the remote areas of the country.



Three Sisters



Girl In Old Orgun



Brothers



Taking A Break



New Toys From America



Food From Afghan Soldiers



Each of the cities in the country had some sort of police force that would patrol 
the streets and provide security for the area. Many were aligned with the local 

warlords and those that were not found themselves severely undermanned and ill 
equipped. Those that were paid by the Karzi government were always in need of as-
sistance in the outlying areas, the most frequent request being vehicles, radios, and 
weapons.

On a trip to Bermel, we were on a joint mission with the Afghan National Army and 
other elements of the Coalition. We were concerned about ambush through some 
questionable areas, but they never materialized, perhaps due in part to size of our 
force. While we were encamped outside the town of Bermel we found ourselves in a 
huge dust storm that darkened the sky at noon. The dust from the high winds blocked 
out the sun so that it was like twilight, with dust stinging our exposed skin. All we 
could do was hunker down and fortify our position for the night.

As night finally fell, the dust storm had started to abate and we were left trying to find 
a good place to sleep out of the now cold wind. Around midnight we were treated to 
a spectacular display of deadly fireworks. Tracers could be seen arcing back and forth 
in the distance between two sides and there were the thumps and bright flashes from 
RPG's and grenades being thrown. This went on for quite sometime and we were 
never sure if or when our forces might be engaged.



Serpico Of Bermel Village



As morning came, we moved into the town for a meeting with the mayor and police 
chief and to hand out Humanitarian Aid to the residents. There seemed to be no 

sign of the fighting that took place the night before. We were never sure if it was a real 
tribal dispute or if it was staged for our benefit. Later, as I was leaving the country, we 
found out the mayor had been assassinated.

The police officer in the image to the left, who reminded me of Al Pacino from the 
movie Serpico, was a flamboyant figure, who took charge of the security for the town 
meeting. He would strut back and forth through the crowd and was intimidating to 
the locals. He was well armed, as can be seen from his vest, and seemed to enjoy his 
position of authority. While he is an extreme example of the police forces, most were 
armed with AK's and had various pieces of uniforms. In many cases they were former 
Muhajadeen and could not always be trusted.



Orgun School, Girl



Young Man At Carnical



Waiting For Her Toy



In the rural areas women were hardly ever seen in town and if they were, a male 
chaperon accompanied them at all times. The women wore burqas and while the 

women wear headscarves in the capital, in the villages we frequented, they were 
dressed in burqas. When working in the fields or in the streams doing laundry, the 
women would always turn their back or veil their faces. It was impolite to inquire as 
to the health or condition of a man's wife and there were certain areas in the house 
that were for entertaining guests only. Women were not part of the male dominated 
society.

For this reason, the young girls were treated with a respected interest and curiosity by 
all the soldiers. Girls would attend classes in the schools if they were able and in some 
cases the school was for girls only. The younger girls would play along side their male 
siblings and as they got older, they started to wear a veil or scarf. In some cases they 
would veil their faces when we came around. But for the most part they were open 
to public view until about the age 12. Then they would spend their time with their 
mothers, wearing a burqa and waiting for a suitor. Many of the young girls who were 
not in school took on the role of a second mother, watching younger siblings while 
mothers and older siblings worked in the fields. It was not unusual to see a young girl 
of 8 carrying a young child on her hip.



Three Girls In Pir Khuti Village



One of the reasons for the hiding of their women was for proprieties sake and 
because of the atrocities committed during the Soviet occupation. Many women 

and young girls were rounded up and raped. The sanctity of the family was violated 
and while we came in peace, there was still doubt and suspicion. At times we were 
seen as an occupying force instead of a peacekeeping coalition.

Life for a woman in Afghanistan is hard and those that make it to old age, 40, look as 
if they are twice that age. Many die in childbirth, and the toils of eking out a living in 
the harsh conditions takes its toll. Many young girls marry by 15 to men who are more 
than twice their age. A dowry is required and only those who are established can af-
ford to pay the required sum.

The three young girls in the image to the left were curious about our being in the 
village. When I would raise the camera to make a photograph, they would stop and 
turn around to avoid being seen. As we walked back from checking a well, I turned the 
digital camera so that it faced behind me and snapped this image of the curious trio 
following us on our assessment.



Waiting For Food In Bermel Village



Special Operatiosns Soldiers and Interpreter



Medical care in the outlying areas of Afghanistan was poor at best. There were 
clinics in some locations that had been built and funded by the Swedish but it 

was difficult to find a qualified doctor to man the clinic. And then women would not 
come to the clinic because they needed to have a female doctor who could see them. 
There were midwives, but they lacked the skill needed for complications and for treat-
ing serious medical emergencies. At most clinics or hospitals there was a separate 
entrance for the women.

Many of the so-called physicians were nothing more that drug store salesmen who 
had received some training in Pakistan. They would have a shop lined with every 
medicine you could need or want and they would sell it to you without a prescription. 
Corruption was part of the problem. 

In one case a government appointed "doctor" who ran the local hospital, would si-
phon off the medicines that were given to the hospital for treatment by a FAST medi-
cal team and sell them in his pharmacy in town.

Another passed himself off as a doctor and was giving injections to a young girl of 12 
to cure her of a common malady. By the time she was brought to our aid station, it 
was too late. She died a short time later from the injection of several medicines by 
the local "doctor".



Wounded Soldier Waiting For MedEvac



Wounded Afghan At Firebase Harriman



Many of the local people would come to the firebase for treatment and we would 
have a sick call for those who were more seriously afflicted. In some cases we 

had to turn people away because we did not have enough medicne to treat our own 
men. We would also hold MedCaps, a large one or two day mobile medical clinic for 
people in the outlying areas. We would treat who ever came to the make shift clinic 
until late in the evening. They were treated for everything, from major maladies to 
dental needs and even the treatment of their livestock.

The man in the image to the left and his brother were brought in from a distant district 
for gunshot wounds. The two had been collecting firewood for sale and came under 
fire from members of another tribe. This man's brother was struck in the leg and had 
his kneecap shot off. This man was not so fortunate. He had been stuck several times 
in the legs and had a portion of his hip shot. And he had a head wound that literally 
creased his skull. They were stabilized and flown for treatment in Salerno.



Special Operations Soldier and Young Girl



Boy At Old Orgun Gilr’s School



Call To Prayer



Most of the people had small herds of livestock of some sort. They usually con-
sisted of sheep, goats and occasionally cattle and chickens. But in the springtime 

there was an explosion of migrating livestock moving across the land. The nomads 
would return and would camp in the area following the water and grasses of the 
valley. They would come through the area clogging the mountain roads with goats, 
sheep, cattle and camels. There were times when we had to pull off to the side of the 
road and let the camel herd pass by because there were so many traveling down the 
road. On one trip we passed by a caravan with a herd that stretched for close to a mile.

The nomads would travel with little thought for boundaries or politics. They were just 
trying to live in the harsh lands. They were very adept at avoiding all the mines in the 
areas that they traveled, having established their routes over years of travel. Their 
tents were set up along the roads or set back in fields away from the local villages. 
It was not unusual for us to get up in the morning and see camels off in the distance 
grazing on the hills along with the sheep and goats.



Shepherd Moving Herd To Town



The caravans could range in size from small family groups to those that had com-
bined into a larger groups for protection. It was not unusual to see children 

strapped to the back of donkeys, along with household goods, food, water, chickens, 
puppies and anything else too small to keep up with the caravan. This was done for 
safety, to keep from getting lost, and to keep the speed of the caravan moving. The 
women were usually arrayed in bright colored clothing and the men were in earth 
tone attire. The caravans had the air of a carnival or circus, with the moving of large 
herds of animals and people on their annual migration.

The young man in the image to the left was part of a group of men who were herding 
several large groups of sheep through the area. He, along with his sister, were crossing 
the road near our position.



Special Ops Soldiers and Village Elders Discuss Business Over Chai



Watching Street From Compound Wall



Sarobi Village Elder



Oil Filter Scooter



Special Operations Team, Camp Harriman



Living on a firebase in the remote areas of Afghanistan as well as any country the 
US has had soldiers serving presents many unique challenges. Our base went from 

about 60 soldiers when I first arrived to more than 500 by the time I left. The growing 
pains were met with resolve and ingenuity.

We lived in tents and water was from a local well. Electricity was provided by a gen-
erator for the essential base equipment and later was spread to the tents we stayed 
in. Heat was provided by diesel fuel heaters located in our tents and warm clothing. 
After watching Band Of Brothers and the episodes when they were in Bastone, we 
never really complained about the conditions we lived in. Those men were truely the 
heros we could only hope to emulate while sitting in out warm environs.

Showers were finally set up and we could grab an occasional warm shower if the wa-
ter heater was working and if the hot water had not been used by the men in front of 
you. It was like winning the lotto when a hot shower was awarded for your patience 
and timing.

Food was always an interesting challenge. We had a couple of great cooks and we 
had some who were traded off to a base in the rear. We could have steaks one week, 
with lots of fresh fruit and vegetables and then go for 6 weeks with nothing but tray 
rations - t rats - and MRE's. And it was up to our cooks to make the food as palatable 
as possible in a difficult situation. With very little refrigeration at first it was feast of 
famine with the fresh produce.



Teeing Off From The Bunker



And purchasing food on the local economy was risky for more than one reason. 
Boredom was the biggest enemy at times for every soldier. We would pass around 

books, magazines, CD's and as we had more power, DVD's were shared as well. Card 
games were played and as the equipment became available we even had Play Station 
2 Madden Football League games. And I had the pleasure of watching such film clas-
sics as, Bubble Boy, Joe Dirt, American Pie, Amélie, Run Lola Run, and a list of other 
mind numbing time wasters.

One area was designated as "the yard". Equipment was scrounged from everywhere 
to make an area for weight lifting. Pulleys, cables and bars were erected to make 
equipment for lifting some unusual weights. In many ways time in the firebase was 
like being in prison. Only from our point of view the bad guys were on the outside and 
the good on the inside.

Baseball became a big game with teams from the Special Forces playing the 82nd. 
They were spirited to say the least and allowed for some bragging rights each week. 
When it snowed we had some great football games in the slush and a couple of enter-
prising individuals grabbed the 4 wheelers and towed people around on a makeshift 
sled made from left over helicopter parts.

The photograph  to the left is of “Frank”, our CO who was an avid golfer. He would play 
around the base, hitting the ball on a course he had set up for himself. He is teeing off 
from a bunker toward a green that was made of gravel and rock. The whole course 
was one big rough.



Karate Students with New Belts and Donated Clothing From America



One of the successful activities that we were able to bring to the town and district 
of Orgun was the game of baseball. At first it was a way to meet the people and 

share information with them. But soon families from the States and even some Major 
League Baseball teams became involved.

Equipment was donated, uniforms, gloves, bats, balls and all that was left was to field 
the teams. Both the Diamondbacks and the Rangers helped this worthy cause. There 
were two boys teams that played on the local school soccer field. The field was not 
grassy by any means and was true sandlot baseball played on a rock and dirt field. 
The rules had to be translated into Pashtu and coaches were volunteers from the US 
soldiers. Security was also provided with soldiers perched in vehicles and on rooftops. 
It was a great time for the boys and men of the town to come and cheer on their fa-
vorite team.

Karate later became another of the sports that was also shared with the young men. 
As the weather became cold and wet, karate was taught in a warehouse that used 
to be owned by the Taliban. It was cleaned up and using an interpreter, the basics of 
karate were taught. Interest in the instruction of karate become so popular, that even 
local police and militia members were asking to be taught. The town at one time had 
a Tae Kwon Do school but it was closed due to the Taliban occupation.



The teams received some notoriety in the US when President Bush mentioned 
them in one of his speeches and there were a couple of articles that cropped up 

in a couple of US newspapers. A young man from Utah also came to Afghanistan as 
part of his Eagle Boy Scout project to help the game spread to other areas of the coun-
try. He received such overwhelming support that a non-profit organization, Operation 
Homerun, was formed to help the children of Afghanistan.

There was even a field for the girls to play on. They had two girls’ teams that played 
behind the walls of the girl’s school, away from the public’s eye. They were not al-
lowed out but the Minister Of Education encouraged the US soldiers to teach and 
coach these young ladies at the school. They became quite adept at playing the game 
and in some instances were much better players than the boys.

It later became impossible to continue playing baseball on the local school soccer 
field. The teams had such a positive effect on the populace in their attitudes towards 
the US and Coalition forces, the oppostion forces took to mining the soccer field.

The young men in photo to the right are from one of the teams that played each week 
in the games. They are pictured with their coach, a medic from the 82nd Airborne.



Orgun “Sun Dusters” Baseball Team and Coach



Baseball In Sandals



Capacity Crowd At Orgun Game Opener



School Children Receive Food From Afghan Soldiers



Girl With Two Necklaces



Waiting For Village Elders To Arrive



Brother and Sister In Pushtai



Hunting With A Slingshot



Elder At Meeting In Bermel



In Afghanistan the Elders of the tribes and towns are the men who run the affairs of 
the country. There are many different tribes and subtribes that make up the local 

governments. Members of the various tribes come to a local meeting, Shura, that is 
similar to our county governments. The District Mayor presides at these meetings and 
everything from water problems to medical shortages to local boundary disputes are 
discussed.

Tribes were formed for geographic reasons and at times because of political or reli-
gious reasons. If a man was not liked in a community, he may be ostracized and forced 
to move. He and his family would then form their own sub-tribe and community. 
Some tribes were made up from large family groups as well and added to the diversity 
of the area. And while differences could cause fighting among the tribes, they could 
be united, as was demonstrated with the Soviet invasion and fight with the Taliban.



Afghan Soldiers Meeting With Village Elders



The Province Governor and District Mayor At Meeting  In Orgun



Differences between the tribes could pose some interesting problems and at times 
lead to bloodshed. One man in town had a hand grenade tossed into his home, 

narrowly missing injury of his family. This arose because of a perceived slight. A couple 
of tribes in another district had a running feud over firewood in a forest and its collec-
tion. One tribe set up mines to keep the other out and even shot those who they felt 
were trespassing. In one case, a tribal community would not attend the local Shura 
meeting because of a situation that took place over 50 years ago. And no one could 
remember what it was about. So they traveled to a Shura meeting 200 miles away 
instead.

As with all things with an eastern influence the meetings proceed at a slow and circu-
lar pace. The items on the agenda are addressed after some discussion about other 
items and then not directly. Meetings can last for several hours and greetings from 
late arrivals can stop the proceedings for a period of time. Many US soldiers who had 
to work with the local leaders found this way of holding meetings very frustrating, as 
they wanted to get to the point and move on. But being visitors in Afghanistan, we 
were not there to enforce our cultural norms on them and patience was needed to 
meet the needs of the people. Everything was addressed and worked out - Inshallah 
- God Willing.



ANA Visiting Madrassa in Pushtai Village



The Afghan National Army or ANA was made up of men who believed in their coun-
try. They came from all walks of life and had given up some prosperous positions 

to serve. The pay was not much but in some cases was better than what could be 
found elsewhere. A Colonel gave up being with his wife, a successful doctor and his 
own medical practice to serve. Another soldier gave up his restaurant business and 
the list goes on.

The army was trained by U.S., British and French forces and each had their own area 
that they emphasized. At times this posed some problems for the ANA, because they 
were not uniform from one company to another due to the training by different coun-
tries. Their uniforms and equipment also reflected the differences, as they had uni-
forms from one country and equipment from another.

They also still had the influence of the Soviet occupation and military. The Afghans 
main training facility was run by the Russians and the Afghans used the same military 
structure. This was a difficult transition, because many of the soldiers were not used 
to the western military. The NCO or non- commissioned officer was a concept that 
was hard to follow. The Afghan soldiers wanted to let the officers do everything and 
the officers wanted to do everything. The officers felt uncomfortable giving up their 
power and did not understand that it was a delegation of responsibility.



Another area of difficulty was the re-introduction of the army back into the coun-
try. The last time the army was formed, they were not liked because of their alli-

ance with the Russians. Several times members of the army were threatened. But as 
they came into towns and villages, handed out food and provided security the people 
learned to trust them and understand they were now the army of the people not the 
extension of another.

Even with the support of most of the people the ANA still has an uphill battle. They 
are seen as a threat to local warlords in the country and to other militia forces that 
were formed with the fight against the Russians and the Taliban. Many of the men 
who served in these other militias are moving to the ANA because they receive pay 
for their services. But lack of equipment and facilities still plague the fledgling army.



Afghan Soldier With Flag



Father and Son In Geyan Village



Orgun School and Soccer Field



School In Sarote Village



Call to Meeting in Bermel





Girl at Old Orgun Girls School


